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1 Lamps -  Austrolux. Elektro-Leuchten-Industrie. Verkaufs- und Ausstellungsraum. 
Vienna, 1948-1950. 30 : 21 cm. Ca. 120 pages with many illustrations Original illustrated 
wrappers  600,--  
Profously illustrated sales-catalogue for lamps from the late 1940ties to early 1950ties. It shows lamps for living as 
well as for working purposes. Each page show one or more lamps with descriptions and measurements. 

2 Harrach -  Schröder, Rudolf Alexander. Schokolade am Drei Königstag. Zeichnungen 
von Helene Gräfin Harrach. Verse von Rudolf Alexander Schröder. Leipzig,  Insel,  1910-1911. 
29 : 22 cm. 12 leaves with 11 full-page coloured illustrations. Cololured illustrated original 
boards.  750,--  
Sought after rare children's book with lovely illustrations by Gräfin Harrach. - With 3-line dedication on title-page, 
with some finger-spots at the lower left pages. 

3 Kunst: Monatsschrift für Kunst und alles andere. Volume 1, issue 1. Wien, Österreichische 
Verlagsanstalt, 1903. 25 : 22 cm. 16; 16 pages, with 25 partly colured, mounted plates and some 
illustrations. Illustrated original wrappers.  280,--  
First issue of the thought after journal edited by Peter Altenberg. With literary contributions mainly by Peter 
Altenberg, but also by Alfred Loos and others. With an artists monograph of Alfons Canciani with many 
illustrations. Also the first issue of 'Das Andere' Ein Blatt zur Einfuehrung abendlaendischer Kultur in Oesterreich 
written by Adolf Loos is bound in. - Binding loose, otherwise a fine, complete copy. 

4 Altenberg -  Kraus, Karl. Peter Altenberg. Rede am Grabe Peter Altenbergs 11.Januar 
1919. Der Betrag für den Arbeiterverein "Kinderfreunde" und die Kinder-Schutz- und 
Rettungs-Gesellschaft. Vienna, Lany, 1919. 23 : 17,5 cm. 8 leaves, with 1 portrait. Privately 
bound in half-cloth.  120,--  
First edition, printed on better paper. - Kerry 27. 

5 Balino, C. Das Meerweib. Vienna, 1905. 9,5 : 9,5 cm.  7 plates with water-colours by C. 
Balino Original illustrated boards  450,--  
Only copy of this handmade portfolio with water-colours in pure art nouveau of the story of a mermaid. 

6 The famous Ver Sacrum Calendar for 1903 -  Mittheilungen der Vereinigung 
Bildender Künstler Oesterreichs. Volume VI, special issue Vienna Selbstverlag der 
Vereinigung 1903 26,5 : 25 cm With 12 original coloured woodcuts. Wrappers  4 500,--  



The famous special issue of the last year of 'Ver Sacrum', the calendar for the year 1903- The wonderful coloured 
woodcuts for the different month are by Friedrich König, Ferdinand Andri, Emil Orlik, Wilhelm List, Koloman 
Moser, Leopold Stolba, Elena Luksch, Karl Müller, Max Kurzweil and Alfred Roller. The ornamental borders for the 
calendar are by Alfred Roller. Only 500 copies were edited. "The most elegant of all periodicals" (The Art Press, p. 
9f). - Missing the original wrappers, otherwise a beautiful copy. - Turn of a Century 120; Nebehay, Ver Sacrum 
1898-1903 (1957); Arntzen/Rainwater Q338. 

7 Cizek - Rochowanski, L.W: Die Wiener Jugendkunst. Franz Cizek und seine Pflegestätte. 
Vienna, Frick (1946). 21 : 15 cm. 102 pages With 69 illustrations and 13 coloured plates. 
Original-Half-cloth with coloured illustrated original wrappers.  80,--  
The second, enlarged edition about the legendary youth-art-class of  Franz Cizek. - Wrapper stained and with some 
ports missing, inside fine. 

8 Huelsenbeck, Richard: Die Newyorker Kantaten. Cantates New-Yorkaises. Mit sechs 
Zeichnungen von Hans Arp. Vorwort von Michael Seuphor. Paris and New York, Berggruen 
(1952). 22,5 : 14 cm. 51 pages with 6 plates by Hans Arp. Original boards with front cover 
design by Hans Arp.  350,--  
First edition. - One of 500 copies of the sole edition. The 6 'collages aux dessins' by Arp, slightly reduced in size, 
were done 1950 in New York. - Exlibris in inner cover. - Hagenbach 138; Raabe 132.16. 

9 Ruf, Der: Ein Flugblatt an junge Menschen. Frühling. Herausgegeben vom akademischen 
Verband für Literatur und Musik in Wien. Vienna, Rosenbaum n.d. (ca.1911). 22,5 : 15 cm. 50 
pages, 6 leaves With 3 plates and 1 plate with music. Typographic printed original green 
wrappers.  980,--  
Extremely rare journal on the intellectual scene in Vienna in the beginning of the 20th century. The plates by Josef 
Diveky and Moritz Jung, a musical composition by Anton von Webern. Literary contributions mainly first printings 
by Hermann Bahr, Georg Trakl, Paul Zech, Franz Werfel, Elsa Lasker-Schüler and others. The cover-design is by 
Josef Diveky. - Last three advertising-pages with small paper loose in the upper right corner, not effecting the text; 
binding a bit browned. - Schweiger, Aufbruch und Erfüllung p. 200 with illustration. 

10 Flowers - Oettingen, Camilla Album with 46 watercolours of different flowers Germany 
1865 - 1868 17 : 27 cm 46 beautiful elaborated watercolours Contemporary boards  920,--  
Over a period of 3 years Mrs. Oettingen, most likely from Germany, was painting different flowers. She was 
obviously very talented because all flowers and flower arrangements are very detailed and in vivid colours. Each 
plate is dated and with the name of the flower. With her name and date and the front fly-leaf. - Edges rubbed, spine 
repaired, inside fine. 

11 Löffler, Berthold: Adria Ausstellung Wien 1913. Vienna, Berger 1913. 9 : 14 cm. Two 
original coloured drawings and the complete set of 6 coloured lithographed postcards by Berthold 
Löffler.  7 500,--  
With two original designs for two of the postcards, drawings in pencil, ink and colours green, yellow, blue, red and 
pink. In 1913 Berthold Löffler designed a couple of postcards for the firm 'Kilophot' in Vienna. This were the official 
postcards for the Austrian Adria Exhibition which took place in Vienna in 1913. Here the complete set of 6 coloured 
lithographed postcards. Very elegant and young design. - Patke, Berthold Löffler p. 91 with colour illustration. 

12 Romantic drawing  - Hummel, Carl Maria Nicolaus. Italian landscape. Roma 1843 25 : 
17,5 cm Mounted in an album with 52 other watercolours and drawings Green contemporary calf 
with initials A.B. on front cover  4 500,--  
Interesting album with watercolours and drawings ranging from 1830 to 1870. They show mainly landscapes from 
Italy and the Austrian alps, but also portraits, flowers, fruits, caricatures etc. Some are signed and dated, mostly 
mounted on cardboard.  

13 Löffler - Andersen, Hans Christian: Zwölf mit der Post. Ein Neujahrsmärchen. Vienna, 
Schroll (1919). 11 : 9,5 cm. With 12 coloured plates by Berthold Löffler. Illustrated original 



boards with coloured end-papers by B. Löffler.  350,--  
Lovely illustrated edition by Löffler. With the typical characteristics of the Viennese "Secession". - A mint copy. 

14 Wagner, Otto: Die Baukunst unserer Zeit. Dem Baukunstjünger ein Führer auf diesem 
Kunstgebiete. 4th edition. Vienna, Schroll 1914. 25,5 : 20,5 cm. 1 Leaf, 138 pages, 1 leaf With 
137 illustrations in the text. Illustrated original wrappers.  850,--  
Wagner’s principal programmatic work in the fourth and definitive edition. Includes also the preface for the three 
previous editions from 1895,1998 and 1901. Contains: The architect, the Style, the composition, the construction, the 
practice of art, the critic of art etc. - Spine with some smaller defects, otherwise fine. 

15 Loos, Adolf: Das Andere. Ein Blatt zur Einfuehrung abendlaendischer Kultur in 
Oesterreich. 2 issues (all published). Vienna, 1903. 24 : 21,5 cm. 12 pages each with some 
illustrations. Original wrappers.  250,--  
First edition. - Written by the famous architect Adolf Loos. -A bit rubbed at the edges, some stains. 

16 Das Andere -  (Loos, Adolf). Advertising leaf for the second issue of Das Andere. Vienna 
1901 45,5 : 21 cm. 1 leaf  750,--  
Very rare announcement for the second issue of 'Das Andere'.  One folded oblong leaf with the following text: Nr. 2 
contains amongst others: Über den Gebrauch des Klosettpapiers modern oder sezessionistisch? (About the use of 
toilet-paper, modern or secessionist?); Geschlechtsverkehr oder Masturbation: Asyl Feuerstein: (sexual intercourse 
or masturbation); Tristan und Isolde Venedig in Wien - Ein Familienplatz (Venice in Vienna - a place for the 
family?). 

17 Secession - Katalog der I. Kunst-Ausstellung der Vereinigung bildender Künstler 
Österreichs. Vienna, Selbstverlag, (1898). 29,5 : 10,5 cm. 64 pages with many original woodcuts 
by different artist. Original boards front cover illustration by Gustav Klimt.  1 450,--  
The famous catalogue of the first exhibition of the Viennese Secession. In this catalogue for the first time the 
association manifests its program and what they want to achieve, a list of the members etc. With the famous 
illustration by Gustav Klimt an the front cover, which was also used for the poster for this first exposition. The 
original woodcuts in the text are by the most important members of the association like Koloman Moser, Alfred 
Roller, Josef Hoffmann, J.M. Olbrich, F. König etc. Many of this illustrations you can later find the journal   'Ver 
Sacrum'. Outstanding catalogue because of its contents, illustrations, format and fragile. Very rare. - Spine and back 
board renewed.- Schweiger, Aufbruch und Erfüllung, page 85 with illustration. 

18 Architecture - Abels, Ludwig (edited by): Das Interieur. Wiener Monatshefte für 
angewandte Kunst. III. Jahrgang. Vienna, Schroll 1902. 31 : 21 cm. 2 leaves, 184 pages with 104 
mostly coloured plates and 297 illustrations. Green original illustrated cloth.  1 200,--  
Important document of the Viennese art nouveau with many illustrations, architectural interior designs and works by 
the most famous collaborators of the Wiener Werkstätte like Josef Hoffmann, Gustav Klimt, Adolf Loos, J.M. 
Olbrich, Koloman Moser, Otto Wagner a.a. All volumes of this periodicals are rare.  

19 Cizek - Viola, Wilhelm: Child Art and Franz Cizek. Foreword by R.R. Tomlinson. Vienna, 
Austrian Junior Red Cross (1936). 28,5 : 21,5 cm. 47 pages With 13 illustrations in the text and 
77 (28 coloured) illustrations on plates. Illustrated original cloth with coloured illustrated 
dust-jacket.  480,--  
Important educational instrument on the field of child and juvenile art education. The illustrations are from pupils of 
the class of Franz Cizek between the years 1910 - 1924. They show strong influence from the Wiener Werkstätte and 
Viennes Art Nouveau. Rare. - Dust jacket with some minor defects. 

20 Löffler - Jelusich, Mirko: Hexen-Almanach für die reifere Jugend herausgegeben 
anlässlich des Walpurgisnachtfestes im Künstlerhaus 25. Februar 1924. (Wien, Gesellschaft für 
graphische Industrie) 1924. 8,5 : 8,5 cm. 14 Blatt in Leporelloform mit 12 Lithographien von 
Berthold Löffler und anderer Künstler. Original-Pappband mit Buntpapierbezug.  1 200,--  
Sehr seltener Almanach, reizend aufgemacht in Leporelloform. Vier der lithographierten Monatsbilder stammen von 



Berthold Löffler, die anderen von Janesch, Langer, Moiret, Stella, Windhager und Zerritsch. - Deckel etwas 
berieben. Buntpapierbezug mit kleinen Fehlstellen. 

21 Löffler, Berthold: Bildmedaillons in Schraubtaler. Vienna, Wiener Werkstätte 1915. 
Diameter 5 cm. 12 coloured illustrations by Berthold Löffler. Housed in illustrated screw cap of 
tin plate in original box by the Wiener Werkstätte.  2 800,--  
The famous 'screw-thaler' which Löffler designed for charity organizations in world war I. It consist of 
paper-medallions, 6 with illustrations by Löffler on both sides and 6 with poems by Austrian poets, also on both 
sides. The medallion with illustration on both sides. The 'screw-thaler' of tin plate was designed by O.M.Schwerdtner 
and is housed in the original grey paper-box of the Wiener Werkstätte with the Wiener Werkstätte on the reverse side 
and the printed name of the sculptor and painter. - In this form with the original box extremely rare. -  Catalogue 
'Wiener Werkstätte' 1957, p. 89. 

22 Klinger, Julius: Das Weib im modernen Ornament. Ein Vorlagenwerk für alle Gebiete des 
Kunstgewerbes. Leipzig, Baumgärtner n.d.(ca. 1901). 34   41 cm. Title-page With 30 coloured 
chromolithographed plates and some illustrations. Original portfolio with coloured 
chromolithographed illustration on front board.  2 500,--  
First and only edition. The designs are high Art Nouveau or Jugendstil with 140 different sujets and 235 figures. The 
designs depict decorative painting, sculpture, posters, vignettes, wall-papers, ceramics, carpets, book- and 
paper-decoration, metal, leather, wood, glass and textile works etc. The imagery ranges from highly figurative 
stylized women to the luxuriant sinews of abstracted images. The first publication made only by Klinger. On the 
request of Koloman Moser he became with only 20 years of age co-designer of the 'Meggendorfer Blätter'. An 
almost mint copy. 

23 Viennese Jugendstil -  Lux, Josef August. Jung Wien. Ergebnisse aus der Wiener 
Kunstgewerbe-Schule. Entwürfe zu Architekturen und Flächen-Dekorationen junger Wiener 
Künstler. Architekturen und Modell, Garten-Anlagen, Innen-Räume, Möbel, Plastiken, ferner 
Plakate, Malereien, Keramiken, Studien und dekorative Holzschnitte, ornamentale Schriften, 
Vorsatzpapiere und Tapeten, Weberei und Stickereien. Darmstadt, Koch, ca. 1907. 30 : 21,5 cm. 
71 pages with many, partly coloured, partly heightened in gold illustrations White original cloth 
with Vienna Secession lettering in rectangle on front cover.  1 400,--  
First and only edition. With high quality illustrations of Viennese Secession design by disciples of Josef Hoffmann, 
Koloman Moser, C.O. Czeschka and others, including architectural models and drawings, designs for interior, 
ceramic, textile, metal, sculpture, woodcuts, book illustration and graphic, lettering etc. The young artists include 
Carl Witzmann, Carl Brauer, Franz Zeymer, E. Wimmer, Gustav Kalhammer, Karl Krenek and others. - Cover partly 
a bit dusty, otherwise a fine copy.  

24 Architecture -  Taut, Bruno. Die Stadtkrone. Mit Beiträgen von Paul Scheerbart, Erich 
Baron, Adolf Behne. Jena, Diederichs, 1919. 24,5 : 19 cm 143 pages, 72 partly full-page 
illustrations. Original boards with illustrated original dust-jacket.  480,--  
One of Taut's finest works and historically significant, on city design, published the same year as his 'Alpine 
Architketur'. An utopian architectural book  that followed the great war. With Paul Scheerbart's contribution 'Das 
neue Leben, architektonische Apokalypse' and the poem 'Der tote Palast'. - Paper as always a bit browned, dust 
jacket a bit rubbed, otherwise a fine copy. 

25 Balon, Walter. Reichs-Ausstellung junger Kunst. Salzburg - Residenz Juli  - August 1942. 
Reichsstudentenführung.  Salzbrug,  NS-Gauverlag, 1942. 21 : 15 cm. 36 pages, 2 portraits and 
30 plates. Original boards.  150,--  

26 Schirach, Baldur von. Junge Kunst im Deutschen Reich Wien 1943. Veranstaltet vom 
Reichsstatthalter in Wien Reichsleiter Baldur von Schirach. Februar - März 1943 im 
Künstlerhaus Wien. Vienna, Künstlerhaus, 1943. 21 : 15 cm. 77 pages, 80 plates. Illustrated 
original boards  200,--  



First edition. - Rare exhibition catalogue of artists which were accepted by the Nazi-regime. With an introduction by 
Wilhelm Rüdiger, the organizer of the exhibition. 

27 Dresler, Adolf: Deutsche Kunst und entartete Kunst. Kunstwerk und Zerrbild als Spiegel 
der Weltanschauung. Munich, Deutscher Volksverlag 1938. 21,5 : 15 cm. 80 pages With many 
illustrations. Illustrated original boards.  350,--  
An important Nazi diatribe against so-called "degenerated art", published one year after the celebrated Entartete 
Kunst exhibition in Munich. The cover shows the  'Haus der Kunst' photographed by Heinrich Hoffmann, Hitler's 
photographer. - Edges a bit rubbed, ca. 1,5 cm. of top spine missing. 

28 Guide: officiel des sections Autrichiennes de l'exposition universelle de Paris en 1900. 
Avec un guide de Paris. Vienna, Maass 1900. 21 : 11,5 cm. 96 pages, 52 pages advertising With 
two many folded plans and many illustrations. Red full leather, title in gold on front cover, edges 
gilt, silk endpapers in the colours of Franc red, white and blue.  1 200,--  
Very rare official guide of the Austrian section at the exposition universelle de Paris en 1900. With the spectacular 
coloured illustrated wrappers by Mucha bound in. The first 30 pages give an introduction to Paris, the rest gives a 
guide to the section Autrichienne à l'Exposition. Beautiful copy. 

29 Rösel von Rosenhof, August Johann: Der monatlich=herausgegebenen 
Insecten=Belustigung Erster - vierter Theil, in welchem die in sechs Classen eingetheilten 
Papilionen mit ihrem Ursprung, Verwandlung und allen wunderbaren Eigenschaften...nach dem 
Leben abgebildet worden...von dem Röselschen Eidam und Mignaturmahler C.F.C. Kleemann. 4 
volumes. Nürnberg, Rasp and Röselischen Erben 1746 - 1761. 21,5 : 18 cm. With one engraved 
coloured frontispiece and 286 coloured engraved plates. Half calf in contemporary style with 
back label (3) and contemporary calf, spine richly gilt.  4 800,--  
The most beautiful German book on insects of its time. The very fine elaborated engravings by Rösel have been 
"carefully coloured by Kleemann and his wife K.B. Rösel von Rosenhof" (Landwehr, Studies of Dutch books, 161). 
The fourth volume was edited after his death by his son in law Christian Friedrich Carl Kleemann. This volume with 
a portrait of Rösel. - BOUND IN VOLUME II: (Schwarz, Christian). Nomenclator über die in den Röselschen 
Insekten-Belustigungen und Kleemannschen Beyträgen zur Insekten-Geschichte abgebildeten und beschriebenen 
Insekten und Würmer mit möglichst vollständiger Synonymie. Erste Abtheilung. Käfer. Nürnberg, Raspe, 1793, 
Title, 100 pages - Zweyte Abtheilung: Helmkiefer. Nürnberg, Raspe, 1810. Title, 62 pages. - The first three volumes 
uniformly bound; with wide margins and very clean; volume four in a different, contemporary binding, this partly 
rubbed, inside some browning and foxing. - Complete sets are becoming rare. - Nissen ZBI 3466. 

30 Original watercolour -  Kutzer, Ernst. Apple harvesting N.p. ca. 1930 18,5 : 19,5 cm. 
Original watercolour with monogram E.K. in the lower right corner.  1 200,--  
Fully finished, detailed watercolour in many colours showing a man on a ladder at an apple-tree harvesting apples. 
On the ground there are two girls and a boy picking up the apples and putting them into a basket. In the back-ground 
the farmers house and mountains. Ernst Kutzer (1880-1965) Austrian painter, illustrator, author and book-illustrator 
was specialist in illustrating children's books. 

31 - - Boy and girl sitting under a tree looking at a book. N.p. ca. 1930 18,5 : 19,5 cm. Original 
watercolour  700,--  
Fully finished, detailed watercolour in many colours showing a boy and a girl under a tree looking at a book. They 
are sitting in the field with flowers in the background mountains.  The lower part shows a cow at the water-hot. 
Ernst Kutzer (1880-1965) Austrian painter, illustrator, author and book-illustrator was specialist in illustrating 
children's books. 

32 Water-colour - Andersen, Hans Christian Die Schneekönigin, ein Märchen in sieben 
Geschichten N.p. ca. 1910. 22,5 : 20 cm. Water-colour heightened in white.  1 200,--  
The beautiful elaborated water-colour shows the face of the 'snow-queen' in the middle, above two devils, below 
them the title. In the lower right corner a monogram H?. 



33 Der Anbruch. Edited by I.B. Neumann. 2. year, No. 1 - 12 bound in 8 issues. Berlin, 
Graphisches Kabinett I.B. Neumann 1919 - 1920. 42 : 29 cm. 25 leaves with 25 full-page 
illustrations. Typographic printed original-board-portfolio.  980,--  
Important expressionist periodical with full-page reproductions after woodcuts, lithographs and drawings from the 
most important representatives of expressionism. The second year of this rare periodical edited by the art-dealer I.B. 
Neumann. With 25 full-page illustrations by Feininger(2), Heckel(3), Kokoschka, Meidner, Pechstein, Rohlfs, 
Nolde(3), Beckmann(4),Schmidt-Rottluff (3) after the original graphics. Copy without text only with the superb 
illustrations. Printed on heavy paper. - "Die expressionistischen graphischen Beiträge waren ganzseitig, die Seiten 
nicht nummeriert, sodass sie als graphische Blätter aus der Zeitschrift herausgenommen werden konnten. Das 
Titelblatt war wechselnd und brachte expressionistische Holzschnitte" (Herzog S. 62). - Raabe 37; Lang 73. 

34 Kleiner, Salomon: Vera et accurata delineatio Omnium Templorum et 
Coenobiorum...Wahrhafte und genaue Abbildung aller Kirchen und Klöster. welche sowohl in 
der Keyserl. Residenz-Statt Wien, als auch in denen innliegenden Vorstätten sich befinden. Part 1 
to 3 (from 5) in 1 volume. Vienna, Pfeffel 1724 - 1733. 34 : 47 cm. With 6 engraved titles, 2 
engraved dedication-plates and 99 (2 double-page) engraved plates. Half calf in contemporary 
style.  6 500,--  
The famous architectural atlas of Baroque Vienna. The plates show beside churches and monasteries from ancient 
Vienna, also all Imperial and Royal Palaces and gardens, public buildings, monuments, houses streets and squares of 
the city. The work is considered to be the first representation of views of Vienna of the 18th century. The work was  
edited by Johann Andreas Pfeffel (1674-1748) and all plates were designed by Salomon Kleiner and engraved by the 
best artists of the time. The work was published over a very long period of time and therefore it is very hard to find 
complete copies. Apparently the plates were also sold separately. Here present is the first to the third part, complete 
with 33 plates each. Until 1740 there was published a fourth part and a supplement. Those plates show mainly 
gardens. - A large paper copy with wide margins. Only the first plates a bit dusty, otherwise a fine copy with the 
plates in strong impressions. - Berlin Kat. 2108 und 3337 (Suppl.); Nebehay-Wagner 306; Fowler 164 (without 
Suppl.). 

35 Photography - Man Ray: créatis. La photographie au présent. No. 5. (Paris), 1977. 44 : 34 
cm. 16 pages, with 15 b/w photography’s by Man Ray. Original boards with photography’s on 
front and rear cover.  180,--  
Special issue about the model and artist Meret Oppenheim. Contains the famous photo-session by Man Ray, where 
Meret Oppenheim is posing nude in front of a printing machine, as well as some portraits. Contains also an interview 
by Jean-Claude Feugas with the artist Meret Oppenheim. 

36 Birnbaum, Uriel: Der Kaiser und der Architekt. Ein Märchen in fünfzig Bildern. Leipzig 
and Vienna, Thyrsos 1924. 31 : 24 cm. 82 pages, 2 leaves With big initial and 51 coloured plates, 
including title. Illustrated original-cloth, coloured illustrated endpapers.  950,--  
First edition. - Fairy-tale like, very colour-intensive suite of imaginary, futuristic ideas of cities (City of marble, City 
of steps, kaleidoscope city etc.) - A beautiful, mint copy. - Kosch I, 528. 

37 Russian graphic -  Schmidt, Werner; Winfried Dirske; Glaubrecht, Friedrich. 150 
Jahre russische Graphik 1813 - 1963. Katalog einer Berliner Privatsammlung. Dresden, Staatliche 
Kunstsammlung, 1964. 26,5 : 21,5 cm. 324 pages, 3 leaves, with many illustrations and 96 plates. 
Original boards.  300,--  
List hundreds of works by Russian artist from the beginning of the 19th Century up to 1963. All important artist are 
represented, from Abelite, Olgert Mintautowitsch to Leo Nikolajewitsch Bakst, Marc Chagall, Andrej Dmitrijewitsch 
Gontscharow, Natalja Gontscharowa, A. Iljin, Alexander Ignajewitsch Lebedew, Wassili Masjutin to Wsewolod 
Wladimirowitsch Woinow. 

38 Vienna - Geyling, Remigius: Ball der Stadt Wien 1909. Gedenktage aus dem Jahre 1809. 
Wien, Melzer (1908). 15 : 17 cm. Title, dedication, 12 plates in coloured lithographs by R. 
Geyling. White hand-bound morocco-binding, stamped in black, red and gold, end-papers with 



ornamental printing, gilt edges (signed) in original box.  1 200,--  
Important document of the "Vienna Seccession". The most charming coloured lithographs by Remigius Geyling 
(Austrian painter and stage designer 1878-1974) are printed on boards. Much alike the Wiener Werkstätte is this 
publication probably the loveliest Viennese "dance-gift" from around 1900. Outstanding document of the Viennese 
Art Nouveau. The expressive illustrations show scenes from the Viennese history.- With the mostly missing original 
illustrated box, bound by W. Melzer, Vienna. - Front fly-leaf with minor foxing, box slightly rubbed, else a fine 
copy. - Cat. Wien um 1900, no. 591; Volmer II, 235. 

39 Kokoschka Kokoschka Woman at a Window. Postcard of the Wiener Werkstätte no. 152. 
Vienna Wiener Werkstätte 1908 14 : 9 cm Coloured lithographed postcard by Oskar Kokoschka    
2.200,-                                                                                                          

One of the rare Wiener Werkstätte postcards by Oskar Kokoschka. 

40 Kokoschka, Oskar Hunter Postcard of the Wiener Werkstätte no. 72 Vienna Wiener 
Werkstätte 1907 14 : 9 cm Coloured lithographed postcard by Oskar Kokoschka  2 200,--  
One of the rare Wiener Werkstätte postcards by Oskar Kokoschka.  

41 Mucha, Alphonse: Postcard for the exposition universelle Paris. n.Pl, 1900. 9 : 14 cm. 
Original colour lithograph heightened with gold.  300,--  
The beautiful postcard shows the head of a young girls looking to the left, with the typical Mucha ornaments. 

42 - Postcard for the exposition universelle Paris. n.Pl, 1900. 9 : 14 cm. Original colour 
lithograph heightened with gold.  300,--  
The beautiful postcard shows the head of a young girls looking to the right, with the typical Mucha ornaments. 

43 Wagner, Otto. Moderni Architektura. Prag Laichter 1910 19 : 13,5 cm 94 pages, with 18 
plates. Original wrappers.  350,--  
Rare Check edition of Otto Wagner's architectonical work. With interesting plates showing his main works, but also 
some seldom seen details. – Book block a bit loosened. 

44 Schwitters, Kurt: Anna Blume. Dichtungen. (11.-13. Thousand). Hannover, Steegemann 
(1922). 19 : 13 cm. 82 pages, 3 leaves Typographically printed original wrappers.  380,--  
Second, changed and enlarged edition. - "Die wesentlich erweiterete und von der Nachfolge August Stramms zum 
Dadaismus hin veränderte Neuauflage..." (Katalog: Die zwanziger Jahre in Hannover F 3). - "Like today's Pop 
artists, Schwitters does not consider himself one apart from the bourgeois world; he is Anna Blume, even as he 
makes fun of her, just as he is the 'bLUE bIRD' (A title that might well derive from a sentimental cabaret song of the 
twenties" (William Rubin, in 1968). - Die Silbergäule, Band 39/40. - Wrappers with a tiny little whole, very small 
parts of spine  missing. - Schmalenbach-Bolliger I, 3; Raabe 273.I. 

45 Freud, Siegmund: Zeitgemäßes über Krieg und Tod - Zur Geschichte der 
psychoanalytischen Bewegung - Eine Teufelsneurose im 17. Jahrhundert. 3 parts in 1 volume. 
Leipzig, Vienna, Zürich, Internationaler Psychoanalytischer Verlag 1924. 23 : 15,5 cm. 34 pages, 
3 leaves; 72; 41 pages, 3 leaves Typographic printed original boards.  280,--  
Part 1 in first edition, part 2 and 3 first independent publication. Specially part one is unfortunately again of actual 
interest. - Page 1 and 3 with a small stain, spine carefully repaired, otherwise fine. 

46 Freud, Sigmund: Aus der Geschichte einer infantilen Neurose. Leipzig, Wien, Zürich, 
Internationaler Psychoanalytischer Verlag 1924. 24 : 16 cm. 131 pages Typographical printed 
original-wrappers.  180,--  
First edition. - Spine restored using the old material. 

47 Matisse - Duthuit, Georges. Une fete en ciimmerie. Lithographs originales de Henri 
Matisse. Paris Teriade 1963 25,5 : 20 cm 5 blank leaves, 78 pages, 3 leaves, 7 blank leaves. With 



31 full-page original lithographs by Henri Matisse Full dark blue morocco, front board with 
coloured, inlaid ornamented decoration, title in gilt on spine, edges gilt, housed in original 
slipcase (signed FRYNS?)  6 500,--  
One of only 120 numbered copies. The original lithographs by Matisse are inspired by photographs of Eskimo 
masks. Bound in a beautiful decorative binding. In excellent condition.  

48 Poe - Truffeled copy - Quinn Arthur H. and Richard H. Hart. Edgar Allan Poe. Letters 
and Documents in the Enoch Pratt Free Library New York, Scholar's facsimiles & Reprints, 
1941. 25 : 17,5 cm. IX, 84 pages with one portrait and many facsimiles of letters, with some extra 
autographs and pictures bound in Original half cloth with original dust-jacket.  250,--  
This is an extra illustrated copy with the addition of a portrait of Enoch Pratt, an autograph letter signed 'Enoch Pratt', 
1 page 26. December 1879 to Thomas Deford declining the request to speak to the National Banking System, a 
portrait of Oliver Wendell Holmes with a card signed by Holmes, Boston, March 10, 1887 and an autograph signed 
'John H. Ingram' to B. Austin declining their invitation to speak. Each of the extra illustrations except the Ingram is 
glued onto lined paper, the two Holmes pieces on the same sheet. - One of only 500 copies, this without number. 

49 Roessler, Arthur: Kritische Fragmente. Aufsätze über österreichische Neukünstler. Vienna, 
Lanyi 1918. 23,5 : 15 cm. 237 pages, 2 leaves With 68 plates. Original half calf.  450,--  
First edition of this remarkable book on Austrian artists from the beginning of the 20th century like Kokoschka, 
Kubin, Schiele, Hanak, Faistauer and others. 

50 Grimm, F(e)r(dinand Phillipp): Burg- und Bergmärchen gesammelt und herausgegeben. 2 
parts in one volume. Wolfenbüttel, Holle 1846. 18,5 : 11 cm. 2 leafs, 270 pages, 1 leaf; 2 leafs, 
244 pages Boards in contemporary style, illustrated original wrappers bound in.  1 500,--  
Rare first edition from the 'not so well known' brother of the brothers Grimm. Wonderful copy with the four original 
wrappers bound in. 

51 Birnbaum - Carroll, Lewis: Alice im Wunderland. Deutsch von Helene Scheu-Riesz. 
Vienna - Leipzig - New York, Sesam-Verlag 1925. 109 pages with 4 coloured lithographs by 
Uriel Brinbaum. Original cloth.  350,--  
With the colourfull fantastic illustrations by Uriel Birnbaum. - Rare. 

52 Almanach der Wiener Werkstätte - Mell, Max. (Redaktion). Almanach der Wiener 
Werkstätte. Vienna Rosenbaum (1911) 16,5 : 13,5 cm 126 pages with 12 (4 coloured) plates 
Original cloth, illustrated boards designed by Josef Hoffmann  950,--  
Important almanac with graphic contributions by C.O.Czeschka, A.P. Gütersloh, J. Hoffmann, G. Klimt, O. 
Kokoschka, B. Löffler and K. Moser. Literary contributions by Altenberg, Blei, Brod, Czokor, Hofmannsthal, Rilke, 
Roessner a.a. Beautiful printed with green-black lines surrounding the text, ornamental initials. Important document 
of the Wiener Werkstätte. - Schweiger, Wiener Werkstätte S. 92 (with illustration).  

53 Shakespeare - Eschenburg, Joh(an) Joach(im): Ueber W. Shakespeare. Zürich, Orell, 
Geßner, Füßli 1787. 18,5 : 11,5 cm. 2 leaves, 683 pages, 1 leaf With engraved portrait. 
Contemporary boards, back label.  550,--  
First edition, rare. - This book describes the circumstances of Shakespeare’s life, his wisdom, his genius, also his 
errors, also about the circumstances on the English theatre at his time and refers about the allocation and the time 
series of his plays. Eschenburg (1743-1820) was the editor of the first complete translation of Shakespeare’s works 
in German. - Edges a bit stained; spine rubbed. - Goed. IV/I, 672, 16; Bürger 461. 

54 Fashion - Debouny, Helene. Histoire de la mode. Manuscript France ca. 1914. 36 : 26 cm. 
Title-page in watercolour with floral ornaments, 26 handwritten text pages and 45 water-colours 
on 37 plates Modern half-cloth binding.  2 500,--  
Haute Couture in watercolours. Lovely ensemble of festive dresses for woman from old Greek and Roman times 
until early 20th century. With large size, detailed elaborated dresses in different colours. Haute Couture of France 



was made mainly at court, therefore Debouny arranges the water-colours not only epochs, for example 11.-15 
century, Revolution, Empire, Restoration, Republics, but also by the names of fashion-conscious sovereigns 
respective their mistresses, for example Francois I and Eleonore of Castilla, Henri II and Catarina de Medici, 
Francois II and Maria Stuart, Henri IV and Maria de Medici, Louis XIV, Maria Theresia resp. Madame de 
Maintenon, Louis XV and Maria Leszcynska, Louis XVI and Maria Antoinette, Louis Philippe and Maria Amalie, 
Napoleon III and Eugenie de Montijo. The manuscript was made between October 1913 and summer 1914. It is a 
rich source to reflect how fashion changed during the centuries and a must for everyone who studies especially the 
French Haute Couture. 

55 Music - Gershwin, George George Gershwin's Song-book. Alajalov - Illustrator New York 
New World Music Corporation 1932 33 : 25 cm XI pages, 1 leaf, 167 pages, with many, partly 
full-page coloured, lithographed illustrations by Alajalov Beautiful full brown morocco binding 
with title and illustration in gold on front cover, title in gold on spine, edges gilt,  in original 
slipcase. (signed Sangorski & Sutcliff).  1 500,--  
Beautifully illustrated in Art Deco-style by the Russian artist Constantin Alajalov and masterly bound in full 
morocco. Contains many of the famous hits by Gershwin like 'Nobody but you' 'Do it again', 'I got rhythm' etc. - A 
perfect mint copy. 

56 Wendingen: Wendingen. Monatsschrift für Kunst und Architectura et Amicita. Jahrgang 4 
Heft 3: Ost-Asiatische Kunst aus dem Petrucci-Sammlung. Amsterdam, De Hoogeburg 1921. 
33,5 : 32 cm. 24 pages With 24 mostly full-page illustrations. Original boards with Chinese Signs 
on the cover.  600,--  
This number of the famous journal is dedicated to the East-Asiatic Art of the collection "Petrucci" in Amsterdam 
depicting sculptures and paintings mainly from China and some of Japan. The very decorative, fragile binding in 
perfect condition. 

57 L'Italie: la Sicile, les Iles Éoliennes, L'Ile d'Elbe, la sardaigne, Malte, L'Ile de Calypso etc. 
Recueillis et publiés par Audot Pére. 6 parts in 3 volumes. Paris, Audot 1834-1836. 26,5 : 17,5 
cm. With one folded engraved map of Italy and 291 engraved plates. Contemporary half calf, 
spine richly gilt, back label.  3 800,--  
Vol. 1: Royaume de Naples. Par C.D. de la Chavanne, D.D. Farjasse et P...With 67 engraved plates. - Vol. 2: Sicile 
et Malte. Par D.D. Farjasse. With 29 engraved plates. - Vol. 3: Toscane. Par Saint-Germain Leduc. With 26 engraved 
plates. - Vol. 4: Venise, Milan, Royaume Lombardo, Venitien et etats voisins. Par Hyp. Hostein. With 44 engraved 
plates. - Vol. 5: Piémont, Sardaigne, Simplo. Par Hyp. Hostein. With 38 engraved plates. - Vol. 6: Rome. Premìere 
partie et second partie. Par D.D. Farjasse. With 90 engraved plates. - Complete with the beautiful views of all the 
important Italian cities, monuments, places, costumes etc. Seven additional plates numbered b resp. c. The plates 
clean and in strong impressions. - Bindings on the boards partly rubbed, some minor stains in the text, not effecting 
the plates. 

58 Mieth, Michael: Artilleriae recentior praxis, Oder Neuere Geschütz-Beschreibung. 
Worinnen Von allen vornehmsten Haupt-Puncten der Artilleri Gründlich und ausführlich 
gehandelt.. (2. edition). 4 parts in 1 volume. Frankfurt and Leipzig, Johann Christoph Mieth 
1684. 32 : 20,5 cm. 4 leaves, 92 pages, 1 leaf;2 leaves, 82 pages, 1;2 leaves, 74 pages, 1;2 leaves, 
62 pages, 2 leaves 31 (of 32) double-page, folded engraved plates. Contemporary calf, spine gilt. 
                                                                                    2 800,--  
Second edition, identical with the first edition, one of the most important works on the field of artillery of the 17. 
century, dedicated to the emperor Leopold the I. The editor, Michael Mieht (died in 1686) most likely the most 
famous artillery-expert of his time, was lieutenant-general in the Austrian army and played an important roll in the 
defense of Vienne against the Turks. The first part deals with the construction of cannons, part two deals with 
smaller cannons, which are easy to transport, part three deals with shells, mortars and similar explosives, part four 
explains how to use cannons in the most effective way. The whole oeuvre gives a detailed impression of all aspect of 
artillery at the end of the 17th century. he engraved plates by Gerard de Groos, after designs by the author, are very 
illustrative with many details, measurements etc. - Missing the engraved title and plate 7, only occasionally some 
browning; binding a bit rubbed, top and bottom of spine with minor faults.  n all still a good copy of this rare work. - 



Paisey M 1084 (without plate 32); Jähns II, 219 (extensively). 

59 Ashendene Press -  Berners, Juliana. A Treatyse of Fysshynge wyth an Angle. Chelsea, 
Ashendene Press, 1903. 48 pages with frontispiece and tailpiece. Original vellum.  3 330,--  
One of 150 copies. Text after the 'Boke of St. Albans' printed by Wynkyn de Worde in 1496. 

60 Ashendene Press - Tolstoy, Leo: Where God is love is. (Translated by Louise and Aylmer 
Maude). Chelsea, The Ashendene Press 1924. 21 : 15 cm. 1 leaf, 26 pages, 1 leaf With large 
opening initial in red and printers mark in red. Original sewn blue paper wrappers with front 
cover title.  3 330,--  
One of about 200 copies printed in Fell English type on specially-made Bachelor hand-made paper with the Knight 
in Armour watermark. On the front cover printed 'With all good wishes for a Merry Christmas and a Happy New 
Year from St. John and Cicely Hornby, Chantmarle, Dorset, mcmxxiv). With ALS from Hornby laid in. Dated "19 
April 1926/Dear Miss Crane", inviting her to visit the press on April 22. - Edges of wrappers a bit creased. - Hornby 
'Minor pieces' IX. 

61 Evelyn, John: Sculptura: or the History and Art of Chalcography ad Engraving in Cooper. 
With an ample enumeration of the most renowed Masters, and by his Highness Prince Rupert to 
the Author of this Treatise. London, J.C. for G.G. Beedle and J. Collins 1662. (32), 148, (3) pages 
With one allegorical frontispiece after a design by Evelyn, one full-page engraving in the text, 
one folding mezzotint by Prince Rupert. Dark blue morocco with gilt decoration, gilt panel’s 
spine with raised bands, a.e.g.  13 300,--  
First edition. - A label on back paste-down, occasional soiling. - Full description upon request. 

62 Ashendene Press - A Book of Songs and Poems from Old Testament and Apocrypha. 
Chelsea, Ashendene Press 1904. 62 pages, 1 leaf. Original publisher's limp vellum, spine lettered 
in gilt  4 500,--  
First edition. One of only 150 copies on paper. Printed in black, red and blue. Printed in Subaico type in black and 
red, with large rubricated initials throughout in blue done by Graily Hewitt by hand. A very fine copy, a scarce and 
beautiful production from the Ashendene Press.  

63 Faithorne, William: The Art of Graveing and Etching, wherin is exprest the true way of 
Graueing in Cooper, allso The manner and method of that famous Callot, and Mr. Bosse in their 
Seuerall ways of Etching. London, Faithorne 1662. 4 leaves, 48 pages Engraved title and 10 
engraved plates. Dark green crushed morocco by Riviere & Son, triple gilt line-borders, gilt 
paneled spine with raised bands, inner gilt borders.  7 500,--  
Front cover joints slightly cracked, otherwise a fine copy. 


